
To solve a system of equations, graph both lines on the same

coordinate plane. lf a point lies on both lines, it is a solution to
the system of equations.

Ir:-\x++
lu: zi - t

The lines y: -*, + 4 and

y : 2x - 1 intersect at (2, 3),

the solution to the system of

equations. Both equations are

truewhen x:2 andy:3.

Read each problem. Circle the letter of the best

1 How many solutions are there to this

system of equations?

answer.

Use this diagram to answer questions 3 and 4.

y=-x+4

3 What is the solution to this system?

fy:-2x-3
lv: x*2

AO
B1

fy:3x + 5

l-u, -t 2y : 19

c2
D lnfinitely many

How many solutions are there to this

system of equations?
A

B

(-2,0)

(0, -4)

c (0, 2)

D (1, 3)
lY:-2x*3
t': -2x + 7

A0 c 2

B 1 D lnfinitelymany

4 Which values satisfy both equations below?

A

B

lY:x-t2
tY: -x*4

X:-2,y:0 C X:0,y--4
X:O,y:2 D x:1,y:3

l:-2x-4 Y.
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Read each problem. Write your answers.

5 took at this system of equations.

Iv:]x+zti: -x-z

A Graph this system of equations on the coordinate
plane at the right.

B What is the solution to the system of equations?

Explain how you used your graph to find out.

:1

iltttt

v

in dollars.

Plan 1'. Y: 10x + 60

Plan 2: Y :20x

The costs of two computer rental plans are described by the

equations below where x : number of weeks, and / : cost

v
200

160

A Graph this system of equations on the
coordinate plane at the right. 1

B At what point do the two lines intersect?

Answer:

C Explain the meaning of the point of intersection in terms of the

costs of the two computer rental plans.
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